[Food search by mice solving an extrapolation problem after suppression of smell by zinc sulfate].
Anosmia induced by intranasal zinc administration to mice capable of solving an extrapolation problem (search for food which disappears from animal sight in definite direction), led to disturbance of normal food searching behaviour. In anosmic mice the percentage of task solutions (correct as well as incorrect) in which the trajectory was the shortest ("goal-directed"), was significantly lower than in controls. At the same time the percentages of correct "goal-directed" choices were equal in both groups. The main differences in the number of correct task solutions were among those trials in which non-goal-directed behaviour was delivered. Thus zinc induced anosmia provokes rather severe deteriorations of food searching behaviour. The investigated group of mice possessing Robertsonian translocation Rb(8, 17) 1 IEM, reveals no disturbance of extrapolation capacity during first 20 s after task presentation. This signifies that this capacity which in this group is higher than in other mice, is not determined by peculiarities of their olfaction.